COWBOY DAYS and O’ODHAM TASH PARADE
Saturday, February 16, 2019
10:00 AM
RULES & REGULATIONS
In order to provide a safe and enjoyable environment for the Cowboy Days and O’Odham Tash
Parade, the following rules have been initiated to accomplish these goals.
General Information:
1. All vehicle drivers must have a valid driver’s license and vehicle proof of liability
insurance. This will be validated prior to being allowed to drive in the parade.
2. All drivers must have an unobstructed view of the road.
3. Have your entry number on each side of your entry. You will receive this at check-in.
4. No sign boards or bill boards will be allowed as a float entry.
5. No flyers or written materials are to be distributed along the parade route.
6. No candy or other materials will be thrown or tossed from any float or by any parade
participant for safety reasons.
Safety Regulations:
1. Float size cannot exceed 14’ in height or 12’ in width. Length must be short enough to
navigate sharp turns with ease.
2. All floats/vehicles must have wheel guards on rear wheels.
3. The hitch used to attach the float to the pulling vehicle will be factory “receiver” type or
welded pickup style bumper. No “bolt-on” type hitches will be allowed.
4. Each float will have two marshals—one at the front left corner and one at the right rear
corner.
5. At least one type ABC (2A20BC fire extinguisher is to be located within easy access on
each float.
6. All participants standing on floats or any other motorized vehicle must either wear safety
belts, have hand-holds, or vertical stanchions mounted to the float chassis or back
supports securing them in place while the float or vehicle is in motion.
7. Sitting on hoods or trunks of vehicles is prohibited.
8. No participant will get on or off a moving vehicle or float.
9. Any bicycle rider must wear a helmet.
Equestrian Entries:
1. All equestrian entries must have full control of horse throughout the entire parade route.
2. Equestrian units must have a clean-up person in keeping with the entry.
Marching Band/Musical Entries:
1. Marching bands must not stop along the parade route--keep moving.
2. Stay on the parade route and keep at least 50 feet from the back of the entry in front of
those marching.

